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Abstract. Complex Event Processing (CEP) and Event-driven Archi-
tectures (EDA) are modern paradigms for processing data in form of
events. Machine Learning (ML) methods offer additional sophisticated
means for analyzing data. By combining these technologies it is possi-
ble to create even more comprehensive and powerful data analysis and
processing systems. We analyze the feasibility of combining CEP and
EDA with ML using the example of the application domain of computer
networks. We present relevant aspects, a sample use case, an sample ar-
chitecture, and results of performance benchmarks. Our results indicate
that the combination of these technologies increases data processing ca-
pabilities and that it is feasible from a performance perspective as well.
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1 Introduction

Complex Event Processing (CEP) and Event-driven Architectures (EDA) offer
powerful capabilities for addressing important requirements in distributed, near
real-time data processing systems as, e. g., in the field of network analysis and
surveillance [1,2,3]. However, often more sophisticated data analysis methods,
like Machine Learning (ML), are used as well [4,5].

CEP offers powerful methods for modeling and detecting known relations in
real-time data that is processed in form of events [6]. Furthermore, CEP and
EDA ease the integration of heterogeneous as well as distributed sensors. ML
offers additional sophisticated data analysis capabilities, especially for detecting
and analyzing complex, unapparent, and unknown relations in multi-dimensional
data [7], which is usually difficult with classical signature based approaches.
Moreover, ML techniques offer dynamic and autonomous capabilities such as the
capability to learn models from sample data or to use unsupervised methods.
With a combination of these approaches the different capabilities can be joined in
a complementary way to increase the capabilities of the resulting overall system.
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A combination of ML with CEP had already been proposed, e. g., for detect-
ing static CEP rules [8]. We propose a more dynamic integration of CEP and
EDA with ML such that the ML component is an equal first class member of the
system. While we use the example of computer networks, our results can also be
applied to other application domains.

With a sample use case, we show that the combination of CEP and EDA
with ML increases the capabilities of the overall system. Benchmark results of
the individual components show a data processing rate up to the magnitude of
Gigabit Ethernet. Thus, the combination of CEP and EDA with ML results in
improved capabilities and is possible from a performance perspective as well.

In the following, we first introduce related work and motivate important
requirements. Then we present a sample use case and an architecture for inte-
grating the discussed methods. Afterwards, we present the results of an empirical
performance analysis. Finally, we conclude our discussion and present an outlook
on future work.

2 Background and Related Work

CEP and EDA are paradigms that were specifically developed for processing
data in the form of events [6,9]. One powerful feature of CEP is the ability
to correlate events to each other and by this to infer new complexer events
from simpler events. The actual processing is performed by a CEP engine which
matches event patterns against streams of events. The event patterns used in
classical CEP systems are essentially signature-based methods; an event pattern
can be seen as a signature that matches specific characteristics of events.

For the challenging task of extracting credible information from increasingly
bigger amounts of increasingly multi-dimensional data, ML techniques are more
and more used [7]. Instead of relying on pre-defined signatures, ML methods are
capable to learn on their own; e. g., it is possible to use a known data set for
training an ML algorithm instance which can then afterwards apply the learned
knowledge to unknown data. Examples for the application of ML in the field of
computer networks are traffic classification [4], IDS [10], or anomaly detection
[11]. With ML, different problems like clustering [4] or feature selection [12] can
be solved.

A field of study that is also targeted at processing data in form of streams is
“data stream mining” [13]. Roughly said, data stream mining tries to create a
similar set of methods that are available in “static” data mining for the appli-
cation to data streams. Aspects discussed in this field are, e. g., window-based
interpretation of streams, “one pass” approaches in which each data instance
is only processed once, or “concept drift” which describes changes in the data
over time. In [14], a detailed discussion of CEP, data stream mining, and other
approaches operating on data in form of streams is presented.

We focus our discussion on CEP, EDA, and classical ML. We specifically
assess the CEP capability of correlating events with respect to their order to
create new event streams containing new features. Additionally, we use classical
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MLmethods instead of their data stream mining counterparts in order to analyze
the feasibility of this approach. Typically, data stream mining methods are even
more optimized with respect to throughput and thus can be expected to perform
even better.

We use the example of computer network analysis and surveillance for our
discussion [15]. While there are different methods for gathering data about a
computer network like connection tracking [16] or Security Incident and Event
Management (SIEM) systems [17], we use packet capturing [15] for our example.

3 Requirements

In this section, we introduce and motivate the requirements for our approach.
While we limit our discussion to the computer networks, the mentioned aspects
are applicable to other application domains as well. Computer networks are
distributed systems in which data can be acquired with different methods. Thus,
they serve as good example for a complex and distributed data analysis system.

For acquiring a good overview of the situation in such a distributed system,
data from different locations and with different data acquisition approaches has
to be combined. Hence, we propose an approach that enables components to be
deployed at different locations and that is capable to process data from hetero-
geneous sensors.

In our sample scenario, the system components have to be deployed on a wide
range of different nodes, like routers, desktops, or servers. Thus, the solution has
to be platform independent.

In order to quickly react, it is crucial to obtain information in a timely
manner. Consequently, the system has to work in “near real-time”.

Finally, our system has to be capable to combine classical CEP and EDA
with ML. By this, we intent to leverage the different capabilities from these
technologies in a joint manner such that the total capabilities of the resulting
overall system are improved.

4 Combining CEP and EDA with ML

The CEP and EDA paradigms inherently fulfill many of the aforementioned
requirements. Thanks to the loose coupling in an EDA, the inclusion of hetero-
geneous data sources and event processing entities is easily possible. EDA and
CEP also enable the effortless usage of distributed data sources and allow to cre-
ate large-scale systems, e. g., by using a multi-tiered architecture [1], and enable
the adaption of systems to different situations, e. g., by growing or shrinking de-
pending on the actual requirements [3]. Furthermore, the event-driven processing
paradigm allows for near real-time processing.

For ML, the form and selection of the input data is important; the so called
features that are analyzed by ML algorithms need to be extracted and pre-
processed [12]; e. g., by filters that determine which data is sent to the ML
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algorithm or more complex operations that correlate multiple data instances for
extracting complexer features.

We use feature extraction and classification based on the extracted features
as sample use cases to illustrate ways for meaningfully combining CEP and ML.
In the following, we first outline how CEP can be used for feature extraction
and present an sample architecture. In the next section, we present benchmark
results that were obtained in a feature extraction scenario.

Filtering can be the selection of data instances or properties which are to be
sent to the ML part. In our sample scenario, packet capturing data instances
could be selected, e. g., depending on the protocol or the header fields and then
only the relevant properties could be extracted. In Listing 1.1, a sample event
pattern is shown that selects Internet Message and Control Protocol (ICMP)
echo request type events and further only extracts the time stamp, IP source
and destination address, and the ICMP echo sequence number.

Listing 1.1. Example for Selecting Events and Event Properties
SELECT timestamp , ipSrc , ipDst , icmpEchoSeqNo
FROM packet.capture.events WHERE icmpType = "echo request"

The correlation of multiple data instances is another important capability
of CEP. In Listing 1.2, we show an event pattern that correlates two events
with respect to their order as well as depending on their event properties and
calculates a new feature based on a property of the two selected events. The
followed-by relation “− >” is used for correlating events “a” and “b” with their
order. Furthermore, the relation of events “a” and “b” is checked based on
the source, destination, and sequence number properties. As new feature, the
difference of the time stamps of “b” and “a” is calculated. The shown pattern
extracts the reply times for associated ICMP echo request/reply packets.

Listing 1.2. Example for Correlating Events and Event Properties
SELECT

b.timestamp - a.timestamp , a.source , a.destination
FROM PATTERN [ EVERY

a = cep.icmp.echo.request ->
b = cep.icmp.echo.reply(source = a.destination

AND destination = a.source AND sequence = a.sequence )]

The examples in Listings 1.1 and 1.2 illustrate the filtering and inference
capabilities of CEP. New features can be extracted that can only be derived by
considering more context than a single event. These examples show that CEP
offers a rich feature set that complements the capabilities of ML techniques.

In Figure 1, we show an architecture of a CEP system. The flow of events is
indicated with arrows. Via the so called “event producers” data is fed into the
system in form of raw events. Event consumers are the outputs of the system. Our
architecture uses a central communication infrastructure (CI) for interconnecting
all components of the system.

In the depicted architecture, the combination of CEP and ML can be achieved
in two ways which are indicated with the dashed arrows. Firstly, the ML part
can be connected via the central CI. This approach has the advantage that the
capabilities of the CI, e. g., for routing events, can be leveraged. A disadvantage
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Fig. 1. Architecture for Integrating ML in CEP and EDA

is that a higher load is caused due to the communication overhead. Another way
is to directly attach the ML part to the CEP engine. This approach offers a
better performance as overhead and latency are reduced. However, features as
offered by a CI are missing. Hybrid solutions in which one connection, e. g., from
the CEP engine to ML is done directly, whereas the other is realized via the CI
are possible as well.

5 Performance Evaluation

Let us now focus on performance aspects of CEP and ML with respect to data
throughput. While other aspects like accuracy and detection rates are also im-
portant, the data throughput performance is one of the most critical when lever-
aging commodity hardware for such purposes. In case of insufficient performance,
a combination of CEP and ML would practically be impossible.

As one of our goals is platform independence, we used Java-based implemen-
tations for our benchmarks. As CEP engine we used the Java Esper CEP engine
[18]. As ML implementation we chose the java-ml machine learning library [19].

We use the rate of events that can be processed as performance metric for
CEP and ML. For comparing the ML classification algorithms, we distinguish
between the learning and the actual classification phase.

With respect to the data rate, packet capturing is typically one of the most
resource intensive methods. Thus, it is a straightforward choice in order to de-
termine the limits of our approach. We implemented patterns for deriving three
complex features based on packet capturing. They represent typical scenarios
in network analysis and surveillance which all require processing more than one
event; i. e., they cannot be directly extracted by just applying filters. More pre-
cisely, we implemented patterns for extracting the following features: the re-
sponse time of an ICMP echo request/reply (A), the response time for User
Datagram Protocol (UDP) based protocols such as the Domain Name Service
(DNS) protocol (B), and the duration of a Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)
three-way handshake (C). Additionally, we analyzed whether rate-limiting mech-
anisms can be applied for increasing the performance.
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The hardware we used for the benchmarks was a Laptop with an Intel(R)
Core(TM) i5 CPU with a nominal speed of 1.7 GHz (i5-3317U) and 4 GB mem-
ory. We explicitly disabled all multi-processor functionality for the benchmarks
in order to eliminate artefacts from multi-processor scheduling and the like. As
operating system and software environment we used a plain Debian Linux with
a standard OpenJDK version 1.7 installation.

For the measurements, we generated a traffic sample containing automatically
generated DNS requests, HTTP traffic, and ICMP echo requests/replies. We
then used this traffic sample to send events into the CEP engine at a controlled,
chosen rate in a loop. For each measurement run, the rate was fixed and the
CEP engine was set up to match a single pattern. We measured the CPU usage
as well as the rate of events that could be successfully processed. Moreover,
we used a warm-up time of 8 seconds before gathering the actually analyzed
measurements. The overall run-time of our measurement was 30 seconds; with
a warm up of 8 seconds this results in a measured time of 22 seconds.

Figure 2 shows the CPU usage and the successfully processed events for
different input event rates for the three patterns when no additional limiting
is used. In all scenarios, the rate of successfully processed input events remains
near 100% until the CPU usage reaches 100%. Once the CPU is fully utilized,
the rate of successfully processed input events decreases as some events are no
longer processed due to CPU overload.

Fig. 2. Performance Results of CEP Fea-
ture Extraction

Fig. 3. Performance Comparison for CEP
Feature Extraction (TCP)

The event pattern based on ICMP echo request/reply (A) perform best, i. e.,
a CPU usage of 100% is reached for an input rate of roughly 140,000 events
per second (eps), whereas a full CPU utilization is reached earlier for the other
patterns. The pattern based on UDP traffic reaches a full CPU utilization for a
rate of 40 keps whereas the pattern based on TCP already reaches this point for
5 keps.
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Additionally, we tested and compared, for each scenario, a pattern that limits
the number of events processed by the pattern via a “every-distinct” clause. Such
a clause limits the number of events that are processed by a pattern by removing
packets creating duplicate events, i.e., events which have already been generated
by other packets.

Figure 3 depicts the results for the TCP scenario. As can be seen, the achiev-
able input event rate is significantly higher when rate limiting is applied. It is
possible to successfully process up to 65 keps, whereas, without limiting, the
ratio of successfully processed events already sharply drops off from an input
rate of 5 keps.

Figure 4 shows the comparison of the results for the UDP scenario. For this
scenario, in case of the pattern without limiting the rate of successfully events
drops at an input rate of about 45 keps, whereas with limiting 65 keps can be
processed. In Figure 5, the comparison of results for the ICMP scenario is shown.
In this case both pattern variants perform similarly and reach the maximum at
about 140 keps.

Fig. 4. Performance Comparison for CEP
Feature Extraction (UDP)

Fig. 5. Performance Comparison for CEP
Feature Extraction (ICMP)

For the performance evaluation of the ML algorithms, we classified data with
different algorithms. We used a simple scenario aimed on detecting congestion
situations in a network based on duration between the occurrence of an ICMP
echo request and an ICMP echo reply as main feature. Additionally, we used
the TTL values of both packets. While the scenario is not sophisticated, it is
suitable for evaluating the ML performance.

For each run, we inserted data over a time period of ten seconds and measured
how many data instances had been be processed. We performed an additional
ten second run before performing the actual measurement for each learning and
classification phase.
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Table 1 shows the results for the different algorithms. It shows that the algo-
rithms generally have asymetric characteristics; the performance of the learning
and classification phases differ.

Table 1. Performance Comparison of Machine Learning Algorithms

Performance [data instances/second]
Algorithm Learning Classification

KDtreeKNN 3,045,687 185,671
KNearestNeighbors 11,681,348,465 41,700
LibSVM 1,719,432 4,715,608
NaiveBayesClassifier 846,686 325,264
RandomForest 37,305 166,122
SelfOptimizingLibSvm 40,108 4,589,241

The observed asymetric characteristic of the results can be important for the
actual application of the ML algorithms. Depending on the usage scenario the
requirement for a ML method may be different. In scenarios where only data
is analyzed a fast classification typically is most important. On the other hand,
in scenarios that require frequent actualization of learned data a fast learning
phase may be more important.

With an Ethernet frame size of 1500 bytes the packet rate of Gigabit Ethernet
is about 88,000 packets per second (pps). For smaller sizes, the packet rate further
increases, e. g., to roughly 200 kpps for a size of 600 bytes or about 400 kpps
for a size of 300 bytes. These rates are, however, the maximum values for the
respective frame sizes. In the CEP benchmarks, we observed a throughput of up
to 140 keps and in the ML benchmarks the highest observed throughput rates
were even higher. Thus, our results show that a throughput up to the magnitude
of the data rate for Gigabit Ethernet can be achieved with both CEP and ML.
While some results show a throughput smaller than 88 kpps, the majority of
results is in this magnitude or even exceeds it. Please also note that we only
measured the single core performance and that the used CPU can be considered
as low to mid-range class CPU. Consequently, we conclude that combining CEP
and ML in the proposed application domain is feasible performance-wise.

6 Conclusion

CEP and EDA offer powerful capabilities for creating large scale, distributed,
and flexible data analysis systems. ML techniques enable additional sophisticated
operations for the analysis data, e. g., for analyzing big and multi-dimensional
data sets that are otherwise hard to handle. A combination of both technologies
improves the capabilities of distributed data analysis systems.

At first, we introduced requirements for a distributed, large scale, and flexible
data analysis system. Throughout this paper, we used the application domain of
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computer networks and network analysis and surveillance as example. Computer
networks are distributed systems in which a variety of heterogeneous data can be
gathered. Thus, we conclude that our results also provide indicators for the ap-
plicability of the combination of CEP and EDA with ML in to other application
domains.

We then showed with the help of the application scenario of feature extrac-
tion that CEP and EDA can be meaningfully combined with ML with respect
to their capabilities. In this scenario, especially the CEP capabilities of correlat-
ing multiple events to each other and by this deriving new features are a very
good combination in conjunction with ML. With ML, on the other hand, more
sophisticated operations can be applied to data. By this, information can be
extracted that otherwise would be very hard or impossible to derive with only
manually created event patterns and classical CEP. Thus, our results indicate
that the combination of EDA and CEP with ML improves the capabilities of
data analysis systems.

Furthermore, we presented an architecture for integrating ML in CEP and
EDA. The proposed architecture is flexible in order to adapt to different scenarios
and implementations.

Finally, we performed multiple performance benchmarks to assess if the indi-
vidual components perform comparably with respect to throughput as well. Even
on commodity hardware and using a performance intensive scenario of packet
capturing, the achieved performance was in the magnitude for being applicable
in Gigabit Ethernet networks. Hence, our results indicate that the combination
of EDA and CEP with ML is practical from the performance perspective as well.

In future work, we plan to further improve the integration of EDA and CEP
with ML. In the presented work, we only focused on very general aspects. In
subsequent work, we plan to research more detailed aspects and to present more
sophisticated solutions as well as perform more detailed empirical analysis. Fur-
thermore, we are going to research ways for combining CEP, EDA, and ML with
other stream-based approaches.
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